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Abstract—The cavitation phenomenon is the formation and
production of micro-bubbles and eventually the bursting of the
micro-bubbles inside the liquid fluid, which results in localized high
pressure and temperature, causing physical and chemical fluid
changes. This pressure and temperature are predicted to be 2000
atmospheres and 5000 °C, respectively. As a result of small bubbles
bursting from this process, temperature and pressure increase
momentarily and locally, so that the intensity and magnitude of these
temperatures and pressures provide the energy needed to break the
molecular bonds of heavy compounds such as fuel oil. In this paper,
we study the theory of cavitation and the methods of cavitation
production by acoustic and hydrodynamic methods and the necessary
mechanical equipment and reactors for industrial application of the
hydrodynamic cavitation method to break down the molecular bonds
of the fuel oil and convert it into useful and economical products.

Keywords—Cavitation, hydrodynamic cavitation, cavitation
reactor, fuel oil.

I

I. INTRODUCTION

NCREASING demand for global and regional markets for
lighter compounds and more valuable and lower economic
value of heavy compounds extracted from crude oil, the study
of new methods of stylization has become important.
Conventional processes of converting fuel oil to more valuable
products such as catalytic cracking, are performed at high
temperatures and pressures; so, the initial costs of building the
relevant units and energy consumption will be very high [1].
One of the most effective and efficient methods in improving
the quality of heavy crude oil products is the use of energy
produced by the phenomenon of cavitation (bubbling) to break
various bonds between molecules of heavy crude oil
compounds [2].
Cavitation equipment is a new and promising multi-state
reactor in which very high energy is produced locally and with
high density due to the formation and disintegration of bubbles
[3]. Cavitation is a phenomenon composed of the formation,
growth, and dissolution of microbubbles or cavities that occur
at short intervals and result in the release of high-density energy
(1 to 10 Kw.h/𝑚 ). Eventually it creates several thousand
atmospheres of pressure and several thousand degrees Kelvin
temperature locally, these effects are observed at millions of
points in the reactor. Cavitation also leads to the formation of
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reactive free radicals and an increase in mass transfer rate due
to turbulence created during the flow of liquid [4].
In general, cavitation is classified into four types based on
production methods:
1. Acoustic cavitation: The difference in pressure in a liquid
as a result of the use of ultrasound sound waves with an
intensity of 16 KHz to 100 MHz, chemical changes caused
by cavitation due to the passage of ultrasonic waves are
called sonochemistry.
2. Hydrodynamic cavitation: This type of cavitation is
produced by the pressure difference caused by changes in
velocity. For example, cavitation is created by the
exchange of pressure and kinetic energy under the
influence of the reactor geometry, such as the passage of
current through the orifice plates, the venturi, and etc.
3. Optical cavitation: This type of cavitation is created by
high-intensity optical photons (lasers).
4. Particle cavitation: This type of cavitation is created by the
radiation of elementary particles such as protons.
Among the various methods of cavitation production
mentioned above, hydrodynamic and acoustic cavitation are
scientifically and industrially superior due to the ease of
operation and ease of production of the required cavitation
intensity [4], [9].
In this paper, we will review the methods of cavitation
production by acoustic and hydrodynamic methods and the
equipment and mechanical reactors required for the industrial
use of hydrodynamic cavitation to break the molecular bonds of
heavy petroleum compounds.
II. CREATING CAVITATION USING ULTRASONIC WAVES
The energy produced by cavitation using ultrasonic waves is
one of the most effective and best ways to improve the quality
of heavy oil products. In general, the effects of acoustic
bubbling can be summarized by the growth, oscillation, and
explosion of microbubbles in the environment. In this type of
bubbling, pressure changes in the liquid are usually caused by
the propagation of sound waves (usually 16 KHz – 100 MHz).
Sound waves with high ultrasonic frequencies are generated by
piezoelectric transducers or magnetic transformers. These
waves create high amplitude and frequency and an alternating
pressure field, and as a result, part of the liquid is exposed to
high and low-pressure cycles, which, if their amplitude is large
enough, may cause bubbles to burst [1], [5], [6], [18].
Fig. 1 shows the stages of bubble expansion and compaction
and finally, its explosion due to ultrasonic wave compression
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cycles. A bubble can grow in semicircles created by the sound
field. Through unilateral penetration, steam and gas are
transferred into the bubble until the bubble reaches its critical
value and the bubble disintegrates. At the site of the explosion,
the temperature will reach more than 5000 °C and the pressure
will reach several thousand atmospheres, leading to physical
and chemical effects on the surrounding fluid [6], [7].
Bubbles created by ultrasound can show different behaviors.
Bubbles may form larger bubbles when they collide, a process
called "merging." In a fluid with a saturated vapor solution, a

bubble can grow in several acoustic cycles, which is called
"correction diffusion". If the bubbles grow large enough to
float, they may leave the system in that area without doing
anything special, which is called "degassing". Bubbles, after
becoming a certain size with an unstable diameter, often
explode violently and with a lot of energy, and the bubbles may
split after an explosion and become smaller bubbles that
explode when they explode and fragment. Bubbles, light, and
sound waves are emitted, which is called a "glowing sound"
event, and these tiny bubbles will re-enter the cycle (Fig. 2) [7].

Fig. 1 Expansion, compaction, and disintegration of bubbles due to compressive bursts of ultrasonic wave

Fig. 2 The behavior cycle of bubbles created by ultrasonic waves

A technology called NexGen is a new technology to upgrade
and lighten heavy crude oil by creating cavitation (bubbling)
using ultrasound to break long hydrocarbon chains. In this
process, heavy crude oil with hydrogen obtained from the pure
water is mixed and heated to 200 °C, then the mixture is passed
through an ultrasonic wave production reactor and after
breaking the long molecular chains by creating cavitation
caused by ultrasonic waves, the crude oil is upgraded,
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dehydrogenated and sent to the distillation unit. The ability of
this technology to upgrade and lighten heavy oil from 8° to 42°
API with input energy of 20 KWh/bbl has been proven. A
capacity of 10 thousand barrels per day NexGen Heavy Oil
Upgrade Unit is currently operating in Edmonton city (Alberta,
Canada); about $45 million has been spent on the installation of
this unit. Fig. 3 shows the process flow of the upgrading heavy
oil by NexGen technology by creating cavitation (bubbling) by
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ultrasound [8].

Fig. 3 Process flow of the heavy oil upgrade by NexGen technology
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III. CREATING CAVITATION BY THE HYDRODYNAMIC METHOD
Cavitation by hydrodynamic method due to the ability to
improve energy efficiency and the capacity of this method to
work on a larger scale, can be replaced by the method of
cavitation by ultrasonic method (ultrasound). Most efforts to
exploit this statement are through practical experiments.
However, the short history of hydrodynamic cavitation still
lacks basic guidelines for understanding this method. From an
engineering point of view, applied cavitation should be done to
save energy. Comparison of energy efficiency of hydrodynamic
cavitation reactors with ultrasonic cavitation reactors shows
that the intensity of energy production due to the explosion of
bubbles created by ultrasonic cavitation reactors is higher, but
hydrodynamic reactors have higher energy efficiency due to
bubble production volume (cavitation production intensity)
than the ultrasonic reactors, and on an industrial scale, the
hydrodynamic cavitation method is more energy-efficient than
the ultrasonic cavitation method [9], [10].
Hydrodynamic cavitation is simply produced using an orifice
plate, venturi, throttle valve, high-pressure homogenizer, or
high-speed homogenizer. The pressure-velocity relationship of
the fluid can be deduced by the Bernoulli equation. With the
help of this equation, significant functional effects are
discovered. If the control valve is suitable, the pressure around
the bottleneck (the distance between the flow separations on the
sides) decreases below the threshold pressure (usually the
average vapor pressure in operating conditions), resulting in
bubbles. Then, as the average velocity of the liquid jet
decreases, as a result, the pressure increases, causing bubbles to
burst and a significant amount of energy to be released locally.
The high turbulence intensity of the downstream fluid flow
depends on the magnitude of the pressure drop and the
recycling pressure rate, and in general, it can be said that it
depends on the geometry of the narrowed duct and the fluid
condition such as the degree of turbulence. Turbulence
intensity has a profound effect on cavitation intensity, so by
controlling the geometry and operating conditions of the
reactor, the intensity of cavitation required for optimal
chemical and physical changes can be produced with maximum
energy efficiency (Fig. 4) [10].
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Fig. 4 Fluid flow from inside the orifice plate and creating
hydrodynamic cavitation

A dimensionless number is known as the cavitation number,
which is usually related to the flow conditions with cavitation
intensity, which is obtained from (1):
𝐶

(1)

𝑃 is the downstream flow back pressure, 𝑃 is liquid vapor
pressure, and 𝑉 is liquid velocity in the narrowed part of the
duct and 𝜌 is the density of the fluid. The cavitation number at
the beginning of the cavitation that is known as the initial
cavitation number is 𝐶𝑣 . In general, the onset of cavitation
occurs at 𝐶 equal to 1, and the effects of cavitation in 𝐶
1 will be significant. Cavitation at higher cavitation numbers
(in the range of 2 to 4) may occur due to the presence of
dissolved gases or some impurities. It is proven that the
cavitation number (𝐶 ) depends on the flow geometry and will
usually increase with an increase in the size of the narrowed
conduit or an increase in the size of the tube relative to the
velocity of the fluid. However, cavitation can occur at the
highest cavitation number for maximum reactor utilization, but
the flow and geometry conditions should be adjusted so that the
cavitation number is in the range of 0.1 to 1 [10].
IV. STRUCTURE OF HYDRODYNAMIC CAVITATION REACTORS
Selecting an optimal design of hydrodynamic cavitation
reactors to maximize the effects of cavitation and achieve an
effective operating cost is important. For this purpose, we
examine the types of hydrodynamic cavitation reactors:
A. High-Pressure Homogenizer
The system commonly used for hydrodynamic cavitation is a
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high-pressure homogenizer. The system consists of a doublewalled tank plus a high-pressure reciprocating pump with a
one-way valve with several stages of the throttle or choke
valve. The liquid is pumped from the double-walled storage
tank by a high-pressure reciprocating pump. After passing
through a one-way valve, the fluid first reaches a throttle valve,
in which the pressure reaches more than 70 bar. Then to further
increase the pressure, the fluid goes to the throttle valve of the
second stage, in this stage, the fluid pressure increases to more
than 700 bar, after the fluid passes through the throttle valve of
the second stage, returns to the double-walled tank. Bubbleforming conditions begin after the second stage of the throttle
valve when the fluid suddenly passes through the larynx at high
pressure; sudden evaporation causes bubbles to form. The
severity of cavitation depends on the amount of upstream
pressure as well as the type of second stage throttle valve. As
the pressure in the throttle valve increases, the temperature of
the fluid increases, which must be cooled between the two walls
of the double-walled tank with cooling water to maintain and
bring the fluid temperature to ambient temperature. The main
disadvantage of high-pressure homogenizer reactors is that
there is no precise control over the volume of cavitation activity
and the magnitude of the pressure pulses generated at the end of
the cavitation. Fig. 5 shows a high-pressure homogenizer flow
loop [4], [9], [10].

this type of reactors is much higher and the flexibility of design
parameters is much less compared to reactors used to create
cavitation with minimum pressure such as Orifice or Venturi.
These devices operate at a rotational speed of 4,000 rpm to
20,000 rpm. A high-speed homogenizer usually consists of at
least one rotor-stator (moving and stationary parts), the surface
of each of which has teeth or similar holes. Moving and
stationary parts are usually multi-stage in terms of the number
of radial layers or multi-stage in the longitudinal direction of
the reactor. The distance between the perforated plates of the
fixed part (radial layers) in the rotary pulse or high-speed
homogenizer is usually 6 mm and the distance between the
perforated plates of the moving part and the plates of the fixed
part is between 0.5 mm to 2 mm. The rotational speed of the
high-speed homogenizer rotor can be changed by changing the
voltage of the electric motor connected to it [4], [6], [9], [10].
In a test and study conducted in 2011 on the crude oil mixture
of the oil fields of Basra and Kirkuk in Iraq using a high-speed
homogenizer (rotary pulse device) with a speed of 7610 rpm for
10 minutes, the following results have been obtained: the API
degree has been increased from 29 to 40, the flash point has
been reduced from 75 °C to 54 °C and the pour point has been
reduced from -10 °C to -32 °C, and most importantly, the value
extraction of middle distillate products has increased from 30%
to 39%. Fig. 6 shows the moving and fixed part of a four-stage
radial high-speed homogenizer and Fig, 7 shows a four-stage
high-speed homogenizer along the length of the reactor [6].

Fig. 5 Flow loop in a high-pressure homogenizer to create
hydrodynamic cavitation

B. High-Speed Homogenizer (Rotary Pulse Device)
The cavitation phenomenon can also be produced in rotating
equipment. When the speed of the rotating blade tip reaches a
critical speed, the local pressure around the rotating blade
decreases and reaches below the vapor pressure of the liquid,
which results in the production of steam-like bubbles. The
liquid then moves away from the rotating blade and moves to
the sides. The liquid pressure is restored according to the
velocity head; because of this, the bubbles move towards the
liquid mass and are destroyed by high energy production. There
is a critical rotational speed to start cavitation in the high-speed
homogenizer. It should be noted that energy consumption in
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Fig. 6 Moving and fixed part of a high-speed four-stage radial
homogenizer
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Fig. 7 High-speed four-stage homogenizer along the length of the reactor

C. Hydrodynamic Cavitation Reactor Based on Orifice
Plates
In this type of reactor, the fluid flow passes through the main
line and reaches the orifice plate or set of orifice plates with
narrowed ducts, where suddenly the flow velocity increases due
to the decrease in the flow area and the pressure decrease.
When the pressure falls below the liquid vapor pressure,
bubbles begin to form. The flow diagram of the cavitation
generated by the reactor based on the orifice plates is shown in
Fig. 8 [4], [9], [10], [12]-[14].

arrangement of the holes helps to achieve different intensities
of cavitation and also the number of cavitation events that occur
in the reactor. Therefore, this type of reactor shows
considerable flexibility in terms of operating conditions (inlet
pressure control, flow rate, and inlet temperature) and
geometric conditions (different arrangement of holes on the
orifice plate). Depending on the type of application and
operating conditions and geometry selected in the
hydrodynamic cavitation reactor with the help of orifice plates,
maximum cavitation effects are possible with minimum energy
consumption [4], [10]. Fig. 9 shows the types of hydrodynamic
cavitation reactors using the Orifice and Venturi plates. The
number, diameter, and shape of the holes in each reactor are
different [11]-[15].

Fig. 8 Flow diagram of Cavitation generation by the reactor based on
the orifice plates
Fig. 9 Types of hydrodynamic cavitation reactors with multi-stage
orifice and venturi plates

The narrowed part of the duct can be a venturi, or an orifice
with a single hole, or a set of orifice plates with multiple holes.
The holes of the orifice plate can vary in the number of holes,
diameter, and shape. The difference in diameter and
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V. CONCLUSION
A comparison of the results obtained for the magnitude of
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temperature and pressure in the ultrasonic cavitation process
with the conditions used in thermal and catalytic cracking
shows that the cavitation process can be a good alternative to
conventional methods with high-energy consumption. The
most important advantages of the cavitation process are the lack
of need for energy supply and external heating of the feed, short
operation time, and its cost-effectiveness [1]. Also, a
comparison between the energy efficiency of hydrodynamic
cavitation reactors and ultrasonic cavitation reactors has shown
that the intensity of energy production due to the explosion of
bubbles created by ultrasonic cavitation reactors is higher, but
hydrodynamic reactors have higher energy efficiency due to
bubble production volume (cavitation production intensity).
Among which Orifice plate-based reactors and high-pressure
homogenizer reactors can have industrial applications (Fig. 10)
[3], [4], [8], [17].

carbon chains of aromatic compounds. It is equal to 610
KJ/mole, which can be obtained by using the multi-stage
hydrodynamic cavitation reactors [1], [16], [17].
In a practical experiment performed using a hydrodynamic
cavitation reactor for only 15 minutes on the distillation tower
residue in Pennsylvania light crude oil at the Bradford Refinery
in the United States, the following results were obtained:
Viscosity was reduced by 50% and the API rating has been
increased by 1% and the hydrocarbon cut in the kerosene range
has been achieved by 5% by volume, with the economic profit
of this upgrade operation estimated at $1 per barrel in 2013
[18].
At present, due to the high production capacity of fuel oil in
most of the world's old refineries, the profit margins of refining
activities have been drastically reduced. On the other hand, the
initial costs of constructing fuel oil conversion units to more
valuable products, such as the RFCC unit, are very high. So, it
is recommended to study and implement the use of alternative
methods such as the use of the multi-stage hydrodynamic
cavitation technology to upgrade and convert fuel oil into more
valuable products.
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